This is an extraordinary time of opportunity at The University of Western Australia and we appreciate you being a part of it. The University has always been heartened by the involvement of our alumni, staff, corporate partners, friends, volunteers and the Western Australian community. Last year was no exception.

We are approaching our Centenary when we will celebrate the University’s outstanding success and service to the local, national and international communities. Increasingly our graduates are viewing themselves as lifetime members of UWA – returning to campus to study for higher degrees, reuniting to undertake roles as ambassadors, mentors, adjunct professors, and providers of work experience and career placements for our students, or revisiting to attend networking and alumni events, celebrations and sporting activities.

Last year, 2,096 graduates and supporters chose to make a financial contribution to the University’s Annual Fund, joining many thousands more who have contributed since the inception of this appeal program in 2001. Your support is transforming this University and building on our tradition of excellence.

The University of Western Australia is most fortunate to have supporters who value the delivery of high-quality education, fantastic facilities and opportunities that enable extraordinary individuals to achieve amazing futures.

I thank you for joining us in building the world of tomorrow.

Professor Alan Robson AM
Vice-Chancellor
The investment by all supporters of the Business School represents a commitment to the development of future business leaders with internationally recognised skills and capabilities. Achieving international standards of excellence is an expensive and competitive enterprise and the support from our sponsors and donors ensures that we can compete in the global arena.

The success of the Business School Fundraising Campaign is a tribute to our generous sponsors and donors, the Business School Board and our Fundraising Committee members.

Tracey Horton,
Dean
Our current members include:

The UWA Business School has developed a membership-style program that enables companies to form strong ties with the Business School, the broader business community and like-minded business professionals. Designed to complement the School’s fundraising campaign, the Corporate Circle program provides information, networking, executive training, hospitality and acknowledgement benefits to its members. Our current members include:

Gold Corporate Circle Member

Silver Corporate Circle Members

Catherine Whitehead
Deborah Whiting
Ian Willy
George S Wilkinson III
Andrew Williams
James Williams
Chris Winter
Zhi-Ying Wong
Ma Lei Yeung
Soon Min Yong
Michael Young
Kevin Zani
AccentWest
Advantage People
Management
Art Gallery Australia
Australasian Management Consulting
Australian Venture Consultants
Chrystat & Co
Coogee Chemicals
Dyna Engineering
European Foods Wholesalers
Jackson Paving
Jed Wines
Learning Expertise and Resources Network
Lenzo Bros
Linnios Property Group
Ray Bennett Consulting
Simply Stainless
Supacot Powder Coaters
WA Community Foundation – HOME Community Fund

THANK YOU

David Hough
Michael Hwang
Stephen Ibbotson
Anne Ismail
Julie Ismail
Mark Ivery
Peter Jackson
Giovanni B Jefferson
Frederick Jeffreys
Per Johansen
Gregory Johnston
Stephen Jones
Andrew Joseph
Aliannah Kane
Sean Kelly
Olivia Kerr
Alan Kerr
Peter Kerr
Jay Son Khew
Pamela-Jayne Kinder
Anthony King
Jeremy King
Kenneth Kirkby
Andrew Knowles
Peter Kohlen
Paul Kristoff
Melinda Kubank
Rakesh Kumar
Garry Kurtz
Carlo Lacrimini
Rodney Lake
Kim Le
Georgina Lee
Joy Lee
Peter Lee
Brian & Natasha Leedman
David Lehane
Tracy Leong
Anthony Lester
Alfred Leung
James Lew
Adrian Lim
Hong Lim
Joyce Lim
Larry Lim
Sun Wuah Lim
Eric Ling
Chee Wei Loh
Li-Mae Loke
Ee Von Loo
Matthew Lunn
Hieu Thuan Ly
Stephen Lynch
Michael Mackie
Eammon Mackie

Clive Macknay
Ian Macpherson
Jim Malone
Edward Manasseh
Daniel Manning
Moshe Maar
Olivier Marion
Roeland Marissen
Bill Marmion
Michael Marsh
Ian Marshall
Robert Martin
Graeme Matcham
Mary McCarter
Caroline McGleery
Michael McLean
Gaye & John McMath
Andrew McPhail
John Metaxas
Gavin Miles
Gavin Miller
Greg Milne
Graeme Missen
John Mitchell
Bree Mitchellson
Tim & Rose Moore
Nigel Moss
Paul Mullins
Lanny Mulyani
Peter Murphy
Thomas Murrell
Michael Murray
Balakrishnan Nadarajah
Rohan Nagappa
Bruce Naymith
Joel Nevin
Wendy Ng
Ng Tai Hwa Genevieve
Jing Ngu
Dung Nguyen
Jeffrey Nurse
Con O’Brien
David O’Brien
Peter Ochman
Brian O’Donnell
Gavin Offer
Gordon Oma
Frederic Ong
Kerry Osling
Lloyd Owens
Ronald Pack
Willy & Mim Pack
Peter Parolo
Glenn Paterson
Cameron Paul
Russell Perrin
Joel Perrozzzi
Graeme Perryman
Fran Pesich
Denise Piggott
David Plowman & Catherine Plowman
Diane Porter
Lesley Power
Richard Power
Blair Poynton
John Price
LB Price
Michael Price
Carmen Price-Tutor
Graeme Prior
Susan Prior
Maysie Procianos
Trevor Pyman
Steven Pynt
Ian Rakich
Warran Read
Janina Rebeiro
Catherine Reid
Robin Reid
Mark Rich
John Rippey
Norman Roberts & Michele Jurak
Bill Robertson
Duncan Robertson
Alan Robson & Gwenda Robson
Paul Rokich
Andrew Rose
Yvonne Rosten
Donald Rudderham
Philip Rule
Paul Rumenos
Graeme Rundle
Bradley Ryan
David P Ryan
Stephen Ryan
Luigi Salleo
Michelle Saunders
Susan Saunders
Michael Schrick
Pamela Scott
Mark Sewell
Carol Shannon
Robert Sharpless
Matthew Sheldon
Ian Silver
Bruce R Svingingam
Jennifer Smith
Paul Smith
Warwick Smith
Warren Snell
Charles Soh
Paul-John Stanner
Kevin Staroevich
Norman Steketee
Sandra Stephens
Glenny Stevenson
David Stewart
Daniel D Storey
Andrew Strelein
Brian Strempel
Nicolas Streuli
Koror Sughrara
Melanja Sullivan
Nika Swan
Robert Swan
John Syme
Anna Tan
Boon Tan
Geraldine Tan
Lee Tan
Song-Boo Tan Song-Boo
Xufang Tang
Joseph Tassone
Christopher Taylor
Gail Taylor
Eamonn Thackaberry
Graeme Thomas
Karl Thompson
Peter Thompson AM
Murray Thornton
Teng Thum
Clinton Tilley
Joe Tohotoa
Joseph Totaro
Jason Townes
Daniel Tripolitano
Stuart Tuckey
Peter Unsworth
Morly Utam
Fabienne Vonarburg
Alexis Wadsley
Frederick Wallis
Daniel Wallwork
Barry Walsh
Brian Wan
Philip Wan
Dai Wang
Hon Sen Wang
Alan Ward
Neil Webber
Bourby Webster
Anna Whitehand
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The UWA Business School has developed a membership-style program that enables companies to form strong ties with the Business School, the broader business community and like-minded business professionals. Designed to complement the School’s fundraising campaign, the Corporate Circle program provides information, networking, executive training, hospitality and acknowledgement benefits to its members. Our current members include:
Thank you for choosing The University of Western Australia for your philanthropic support. Your generosity is creating more opportunities for students and researchers to make a significant difference. Together we are transforming lives through education and research at international standards and building an outstanding future for all.

Individuals

Lawrence A Abas
Anthony Abbott OBE
David M Abbott
Noelle E Ackland
Tine Adams
Iain Adamson
Robert B Angus
Joan A Anderson
James E Anderson
Keith C Anderson
Geoff Anderson
Helen F Anderson
Keith S Ananda
Peter R Altmeier-Mort
Lindsay A Allen
Duncan H Allen
David E Allan
Bahman Alimoradian
Ronald J Alexander
Nicholas S Albatis
Robert A Barter
Berwine Barrett-Lennard
Bernard J Barnwell
Sheila Barley
Amanda R Bamford
Miervaldis Balodis
Basil E Balme
Cora V Baldock
Delia L Baldock
Pauline A Baker
Phillip A Bailey
Zelinda Bafile
Peter Bacich
Arthur Auguste
Marcus D Atlas
Arthur Augusta
Peter Bacich
Tracey Bacich
Zelinda Balie
Phillip A Bailey
Pauline A Baker
Delia L Baldock
Cori V Baldock
Basil E Balme
Merviwardalomalidhis
Amanda R Bamford
Sheila barley
Bernard J Barnwell
Berverine Barrett-Lennard
Robert A Barter AM
Clive E Barth
Duncan P Barton
Katherine E Barton
Nigel T Barwood
Wendy Barwood
Kamal F Basli
Peter N Batchelor
Christine M Bateman*
Christian K Bauer
Benjamin L Bayliss
Colin T Bayliss
Evan J Bayliss
John H Beale OAM
Nigel J Beale
Arthur G Beales
Pamela M Beales
Russell J Beazley
Peter N Beazley
Ralph S Beckwith
Warren B Beckwith
Michael Beech OAM
Robin L Beech
Jane E Belotti
Stephen M Benfall
Michael D Benness
Merryl Bennett
Aileen A Bennett
Ian L Berryman
Sarah E Beshar
Michael D Best
Wayne M Best
Leigh F Bevan
Suzanne M Biddies
Bee J Bielak
Marie Bignell OAM
Keith Bignell
Jennifer M Bins
Tony N Bint
Patrick R Bird
Frances W Birman
Jillian M Birt
Ann C Black
Barrie J Blackburn
David J Blacker
Leith D Blair
Matthew J Blake
Tracy A Blake
Anne E Blainckense
Julie Bick
Noelene E Bloomfield
Geoffrey R Bloomfield
Judith Blyth
Cameron I Blyth
Warwick J Boardman
Denton M Bocking
Adam M Bodeystone
Mark I Bodycoat
Geoffrey C Bolton OAM
Caroline Bolton
Paul D Bolton
Eileen Bond
Luke R Bongiascia
Angelo Boni
Terry M Bonnett
David E Booth
Mark R Bosisto
Judith Bottomley
Gerald A Bottomley
Noel A Bourke
Gregory D Bourne
Kerry Bowden
Matthew J Bowen
Penelope Bower
Sue J Boyd
Ann G Boyer
Don Boyer
Amanda M Bozarian
Pamela J Bradshaw
Lucas P Bradstreet
Philip C Brand
Jane Brazer
John E Brearley
Steven Brederemeyer
Jeffrey Bremer
Maurice R Bridgwood
Peter Briggs
Robyn Briggs
Peter G Brisbane
Charles Bro
Michael P Broadbent
Jean Brodie-Hall AM
Ellen Brown
Carsten L Broeze
Ulli Broeze-Hoenermann
John M Bromell
Kristy L Brooke
John J Brookman
Roy L Brooks
Jacqueline P Brown
Jacqueline A Brown
Alison M Brown
Kenneth W Brown
Maxwell W Brown
Margaret A Brown
Robert R Brueschke
Henrietta A Bryan
Zora Bryce
Francis J Buchanan
Wilhelm K Buchholz
Corinias T Burna
Claudia E Bunting
John W Bundell
Peter T Burke
David P Burke
Halina I Burnej
Peter J Burns
Thomass C Burns
David R Burt
Christopher D Burt
Peter J Burton
Trevor B Butler
Yvonne J Butter
Jeremy B Buttsworth
Jeremy C Buxton
Adrienne P Byrne
Dorothy Cain
Janis Cain
Richard A Cairnes
Maria P Calalelina
Gregory A Callcutt AM SC
Shobha Cameron
Olly Campbell
Cohn G Campbell
Robert L Campbell
James Campbell-Clarke
Lyme J Cannon
Joan F Carney
Simone G Carol Collins
Mary E Carr
William M Carr
Angela Carr
Coral Carter
Beres V Carter
Ylenia S Casadio
Katherine J Casellas
Valerie M Casey
Vivienne C Cass
Barry Cassidy
Ming Shang Cassim
Alexander R Cato
David A Causer
John M Cawley
John Cawson
Karlin Casson
Ronald P Chalmers
Atul Chandra
Angela M Chaney
Frederick M Chaney OAM
Rose M Chaney
Tony B Chapman
Hendrika Chapman
David G Chapman
Jane Charlesworth
Frances P Charmer
Richard L Chase
Wai Mun Chee
Pee W Chee
Wai Mun Cheang
Pee W Chee
Wendy S Cheng
John Chester
Graeme H Chester
Emily J Green-Armytage
Richard S Greene
Kathleen G Greenway
Thomas V Greenwell
Ann C Gregg
Dennis J Gregory
Robert B Grieve
John K Grieve
David C Griffiths
Julanne Griffiths
Anthony J Grinieri
Terence L Grose
Graeme C Grose
Jack S Gubday
Dorothy M Guerini
Anthony W Gummer
John C Gunzburg
Desmond L Gurry
Donald J Guthrie
Joy F Guthrie
Jan Gwatkin
Mary E Gwynne
David W Haig
David H Haines
Hafan E Hall
Isabel B Hall
Lyn P Hall
Campbell S Hall
Stuart A Halse
Mostyn C Hamford
Anita L Hamersley
Barbara M Hamilton
Margaret J Hammond
Kevin J Hammond
Diana L Hammond
Alex S Hand
Haruhsa Handa
Pauline M Hansen
Dorothea Hansen-Knarhoi
Joyce M Hardy
Joseph Harfouch
Robin A Harle
Deanne E Harle
David N Harley
Peter C Harley
Sue P Harley
Alison J Harrington
John F Harriott
Daphne E Harris
Caroline M Harris
Marcus F Harris
Neil F Harris
Richard Harris
Keith P Harris
Lloyd R Harris
Raymond P Hart*
Reinhold J Hart
Rosalind M Hart
Charles A Hart
David J Hartley
Lee D Hartz
Peter W Harvey
Leslie H Harvey
Trevor S Harvey
Vanessa J Harvey
Susan B Harwood
Errol Harwood
Cleave W Hassell
Jennifer Hassell
Diana Hassell
Andrew Hassell
Gary B Hastwell
David C Hawkins
Graeme D Hawkins
Josephine Hawkins
Michael G Hawson
Peter J Hay
Edward G Hayman
Elizabeth A Heggaton
Inn C Heinze
Craig Henderson
Ross C Henderson
Yvonne D Henderson
Thomas R Henderson
Craig K Hendry
Pamela J Hendry
Sylvia M Henley
Susan J Henshall
Penelope A Herbert
Eugene F Herbert
Barbara H Hill
Juliane Hill
Doreen Hill
Wendy F Hillier
David R Hillman
Jonathan A Hillman
Lybus C Hillman
Anne M Hillman
Mary E Hillman
Jane Hilton
John R Hilton
Marcus Hitch
Betty Y Hlavacek
Malcolm C Hlavacek*
John D Hobday
Chantal F Hockey
John J Hockley
Stephen L Hobdy OAM
Meredith M Hodge
Gary E Hodgkinson
Paul F Hodgkiwicz
Melinda R Hodgkiwicz
Malcolm D Hodsdon
Shelley C Hogan
Richard R Hogend-Esch
Malcolm F Hollick
Barbara Holland
Peter N Hollingsworth
Janet Holmes à Court AC
Keith W Holt
Leslie R Holten
Josef Holzschuh
Rosemary B Homewood
Gillian M Hopkins
Tracey A Horton
Jonathan W Horton
Renae K Hovey
Sharni P Howe
Maxine Howell-Price
Chaplin C Hsiong
Peter K Huck
Graeme J Hughes
Robert B Hughes
Gavin Hughes
Jane tumble
Aurore J Humphreys
Paul C Hunt
Jula D Hunt
Lindsay D Hunter
Ruth Hunter-Brown
Josephine A Hurley
Janine A Hussey
James Hutchinson
Claire L Hutchinson
Sylvia Hyams
Jonathan R Hynes
Catherine H Iddison
Amita llangovan
Adeline P Indrwan
Christopher T Ingham
Jan Inleton
Janet A Inglis
John P Inglis
Adrian Iredale
Denis M Ireland
Audrey Irvine
Theodora Issa
John M Jackson
Stanley N Jacob
Edwin K Jaggar OAM
Bruce W James OAM
Craig H James
Alan L James
Adrian C Jameson
Penny Jamrach
Annette J Jamvold
Albert J Janes
Douglas J Janney
Robert B Jarvis
Thelma C Jeffery
Stephanie M Jenkin
Eileen A Jenkin*
Philip J Jennings AM
Anita J Jennings
Robert J Jewkes
Rajaratnam
Jayaratnarajah
Ngai P Jim
Marianne N John
Christopher D John
Anne-Marie Johns
Murray T Johnson
Christopher M Johnson
Juliet E Johnson
Grant Johnston
Jayne E Johnston
Lois A Joll
Lindsay M Joll
June G Jones AM
Ashley Jones
Michael J Jones
Patricia J Jones
Ian D Jones
Nina Jones
Kathleen H Jordan
John B Joslin
Mary Joyce
Norman A Juengling
Ivan J Juric
Joshua L Jury
Jean C Kahen
Joseph S Kalajcic
Linda H Kalnejais
Aki A Kawamura
Nuala M Keating
Nicholas K Keely
Robert G Kellifer
William B Kellifer
Dawn Campbell Kelly JP
Angela Kelly
Michael Kelly
Evon J Kennea
Trevor Kennedy
Judith M Kennedy
Allison Kennedy
Geoffrey A Kennedy AO
Frank N Kenworthy
Ethelmary Kenworthy
Veronica E Kerr
Warren M Kerr
Jill H Keshavjee
Martin A Keye
Almas A Khan
Seng Khio
Anthony W Kierman
Robert W Kilmister
Rodney W King
Francis W King
Meg L Kingsley
Robyn E Kirke
Shirley C Kitson
Nick G Klamus
Peter P Klemm
Nelly H Kley
Peter S Klinken OWA
Jane E Klinken
David Knox
John R Knox
Geoffrey H Knox
Mieczyslawa Koczenasz
Guek L Koh
John F Koltosche OAM
Penelope J Koltosche
Patricia Konigsberg
Robyn J Koski
Joanna Krysiak
Peter P Kulczycki
Ashok B Kumar
Bernadette Lacy
Guy R Ladder
Phillip A Ladner
Graham S Lait
Michael A Lalli
Trevor R Lamond
Louis I Landau
Miriam Landau
Anna L Lane
Jeffrey Y Langdon
Patricia A Langdon
Bruce L Langford
Adrian N Larking
Desmond F Lascelles
Arthur P Latham
Sarah L Lau
Stephen F Lawley
Vivienne P Lawrence
Nicola Lawrence
Robyn A Lawrence
Julie B Le Fevre
John E Leahy
Christina M Leandri
Evelyn Lee
Robert H Leicester
Adam Lenegan
Nat P Lenzo
Barré Lewis
Ian R Lewis
John G Lewis
Albert L Li
John J Liddelow
Geoffrey R Lilburne
Gillian A Lilleyman
Warren M Lilleyman
Joyce G Lim
Arvid G Linde
Ian M Lindsay
Patricia C Lindsey
Kendrick Ling
James C Lissman
Patricia G Littlejohn
Murray J Littlejohn
Christopher D Lloyd
Carmel P Lloyd
Stephanie F Lloyd
Evon R Lloyd
Haydn Lloyd Davies
Godfrey K Lo
Robin Logan
Chee W Loke
Margaret E Loman-Hall*
Owen W Loneragan
Margaret H Longson
Elaine T Loo
David J Lord
Janice D Lord
Margaret E Lottos OAM
Helen Louden
Joan F Louden
Neville B Louden
Andrew F Lovegrove
*deceased
Anna Rossi
Urs Roth
Peter N Rouse
Stephanie A Rowell
Robert M Rowell
Barry W Rowland oc
Jennifer Rowland
James B Rowlands
Kenneth S Roxburgh
Alexander J Ruskulis
Monica Russell
Colin C Ryan
Rodney D Safstrom
Karen F Sagenschneider
Alia Sakalo
Barry M Saker
Stephen D Sarne
Fulvio Sammut
Samfaraz Sammakay
Zoe E Sampson
Peter J Saunders
Kerry G Sanders ao
Ian J Sanders
William J Sands
Richard C Sankey
Philip R Sargent
John R Saunders
Mark R Saunders
Sally Savini
Rosemary Sayer
Jane M Scanlon
Helene R Schaier
Gwynyth M Schlipalius
Ralph E Schrauf
Robert N Scott
Anne M Scott
Susanne Scott
Geoffrey L Seaman
Jennifer M Searcy
Margaret Seares ao
Cim M Sears
Jack Segal
Leo M Seward
Lynette O Shackle
Simon B Shanahan
Carolyn Sharbanee
Simon Shaw
Denis C Shaw
Stirling E Shaw
Kathleen B Shellabeare
Erica K Shellabeare
Neta P Sheppard
Geoffrey Shilkin
Andrea Shoebridge
Neville H Shorter
Leslie Shub
Ryan K Sia
Albert D Sieber
Phil O Silberstein
Peter L Silbert
Ee S Sim
Ralph L Simmonds
Anda Simmonds
Robert J Sing
Anne E Sippe
Robert A Sippe
Richard T Slattery
Maxwell T Sloss
Donald E Smallman
Gregory S Smenda
Jennifer H Smith
Kevin H Smith
Richard C Smith
Janine G Smith
Geoffrey C Smith
Valma J Smith
Erica L Smyth
Bradley A Snell
Keng Yew S Sng
Simon J Snook
Swithin J Song
Peter J Soumanis
Deborah J Southwell
Philip J Southwell
Charles M Southwood
Kathalene Spence
William P Spencer
Thomas Spilsbury
Timothy P Spiro mo
Peter C Spruul
Stephen L St Clair
Myra Stanbury
Evan R Stanley
Fiona J Stanley AC dr
Lawrence E Stanley
Raymond W Stannard
Stanley Family
Rodney D Steens
Gary R Stein
Gary C Steinepreis
Jacqueline M Steinepreis
Alison S Stevens
Robert R Stevenson
George R Stevenson
Alan R Stewart
Noeline G Stewart
Timothy D Stewart
Faith Stewart
Vivienne Stewart
Paul Stobie
Milan Stojanovic
Helen L Stone
John R Stonehouse
Gregory C Strang
Joan M Street
Ronald M Strickland
Suzanne S Strobel
Jessica C Strutt
Pamela A Stubbs
Sairuddin Bin Sudar
Jack Sumich
Marina Suthers
Phillip T Swarbrick
Jill Swarbrick
David A Syed
Christopher P Symons*
David J Symons
Ernest T Tan
Albert E Tan
Michael N Tan
Yew-Foon Tan
Stephen Tangney
Christina Tanuajidi
Mavis J Tassacker
Shan Chuan J Tay
Susan F Taylor
Marco A Tedeschi
Kun B Tee
Merrilyn A Temby
Andrew C Tennent
Timothy H Teoh
Ghin L Teoh
Heng Khung Tey
Mim M Tey
Bill I Thomas
Charmaine M Thomas
Peter L Thompson Amp
John C Thompson
Jane Thompson
Andrew G Thompson
Kevin A Thompson
Rodney Thompson
Penelope Thompson
Robert G Thornton
John V Thorpe
Joe Throsby
Debbie Throsby
Cameron B Thur
Michael C Tiller
Linda C Tinning
Richard C Tinsley
Raymond R Todd
Osvald B Tofler Amp
Tamara Tofler
Aik Ming Toh
Linda A Tompkins
Wai Heng Tong
Myrna R Tonkinson
Geoffrey P Toomer
Reena Torabi
Frank Torre
Rachael Torre
David J Tout
Jenny S Townsend
Mary L Townsend
Jillian A Tozer
Emily L Trainer
Teresa Tran
Eva Tran
Brian L Travers
Ivan A Treagus
David W Treloar
Tony M Trethowan
Leah M Trezise
David S Trigger
Keith E Tromtan
Helen R Trowell
Karen L Tseu
Martin Tsalakis
Helen Tuite
David E Tunley Amp
Paula P Tunley
Tim M Ungar
Chris Ungar
John W Upham
Josephine Vallentine
Andries Van Ballegoojen
Paul G Van Der Mezuel
Agatha A Van der Schaaf
Guy A Van Hazel
Carolyn M Vanderplank
Gina R Varne
Kevin E Varvell
Konstantin Vatskalis MLA
Linda A (Cotton) Vatskalis*
David J Vaux
Ilona J Versluis
Enrico Versteeg
Berta F von Bibra OAM
Justin M Von Perger
Fabienne Vonarburg
Helen Vu
John M Vujicich
Stephen J Waddingham
Frederic J Waldock
Raymond G Wales
Edward L Walker
Geoffrey P Walker
Jodee J Walker
Ian Wallace
Margaret Wallace
Teresa A Walsh
David A Walton
Andrew Walton
Robert I Warburton
David G Wares
Kerry R Warke
Amber Warneford
Ian K Warner
Diana M Warnock
Kenneth J Washbourne
Margaret Watkins
Richard T Watson
Bruce A Watson
John C Watson
Judyth Watson
Shirley M Watt
Felicity J Watt
Martyn J Webb
Hemal R Weerasooriya
Cornelis M Wegman
James C Weir
Timothy A Welborn ao
Suzanne I Welborn
Peter J West
Calum J Weston
Jennifer S Whately
Jennifer Wheeler
Christine M Wheeler
Elizabeth M White
Terri-ann White
Vivienne F White
Lesley D Whitehouse
Heather E Whiting
Margaret Whitter
Susan M Wiener
Ronald L Wilkie
Peter R Wilkinson
George S Wilkinson III
Harvey N Williams
Vincent A Williams
Patricia F Williams
Kerrie M Williams
Janet Williams
Margaret J Williams
Marlene Williams
Hugh C Williams
Brian J Willis
Betty R Wilmott
Howard C Wilson
Josephine Wilson
Nicola J Wilson
Marion R Wilson
Stephen D Wilson
Margaret M Wilson
Peter M Winterton
Michael J Wise
Michael M Wishart
Valerie A Wishart
Bruce F Wishaw
Stephen K Wong
Graham E Wood OAM
Edit K Wood
Michael G Wood
Ken W Wood
Daphne G Wood
Roy Woodall ao
William M Woods
Beverley H Woods
Christopher J Wortham
Brigid D Woss
Mark C Wotherspoon
Christopher C Wray
Arthur G Wright
Alan R Wright
Ann P Wringe
Birgitta K Wypych
Jiakte Xu
Ya Rong Xu
James J Yates
Melvin P Yeo
George C Yeoh
Barbara A York Main
John M Young
Margaret Zanetti
Santino A Zanotti
Margaret Zanetti
John M Young
Margaret Zanetti
Santino A Zanotti
Ashley W Zimpel
Kurt W Zink
Michael Zuzzolo
*deceased
Organisations, Trusts and Foundations

Abey Family Foundation
Advantage Partners
Aker Solutions Australia
Alan Moyle P/L
Alcoa World Alumina Australia
Alkane Exploration Ltd
Aliens Arthur Robinson
Alliance Francaise de Perth
Amadeus Energy Limited
AMP Foundation
Anglo American Exploration P/L
Anglogold Ashanti Australia Ltd
Anthropological Society of WA
Apache Energy Ltd
Architects Board of Western Australia
Atteris P/L
Australasian Association of Clinical Biochemists WA
Australian Association of Social Workers – WA Branch
Australian Finance Conference
Australian Foundation for Studies in Italian Architecture
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects
Australian Medical Procedures Research Foundation Ltd
Australian Mining & Petroleum Law Association Ltd
Australian Prosthodontic Society – WA Branch
Australian Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Australian Society of Orthodontists
Foundation for Research and Molecular Biology WA Branch

Barrick Gold of Australia Limited
Bayer Australia Ltd (WA)
BDO Kendalls
Bechtel Australia P/L
Bendat Family Foundation P/L
Benthic Geotech P/L
BG & E Pty Ltd
BHP Billiton Iron Ore Limited
BHP Billiton Ltd
BHP Billiton Minerals P/L (Exploration)
Biota Environmental Sciences
BP Refinery P/L
Brans Antiques & Art
Brett Davies Lawyers
Calibre Global
Cape Bouvard Investments P/L
Cassamarca Foundation
CBI Constructors P/L
Cement Concrete & Aggregates Australia (WA)
Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia Inc
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants
Chevron Australia P/L
City of Albany
Clinipath Pathology
Clough Limited
Clough Offshore Engineering
Colgate-Palmolive P/L
Committee for Perth Limited
Cox Howlett & Bailey Woodland CPA Australia
Deacons
Dental Board of Western Australia
Department of Agriculture (WA)
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations
Department of Families, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
Department of Water
Disability Services Commission
DM Civil
Dunsborough Lakes Resort Golf Course
Dymocks Booksellers
Elders Farmways
Ertech Pty Ltd
Ferguson Architects
Ferrier Hodgson
Fogarty Foundation
Foundation Management (WA) P/L
Francis Burt Chambers
Freehills
Frost & Sullivan
Fugro Survey P/L
Geoconferences (WA) Inc
Geriatic Medicine (UWA) RPH Unit
GESB
GH D Services P/L
Glenmere Trust
Goethe Institute
Golder Associates P/L
Graduate Management Association
GRD MinProc
Great Southern Development Commission
Hartley Estate
Hatch & Associates P/L
Health Department of WA
Hismelt Corporation P/L
Holmes & Court Family Foundation
Honeywell Ltd
Hunter Minerals P/L
Independence Group NL
Institute of Public Administration Australia WA Division Inc
Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Perth (inc)
JP Morgan
Kalworld P/L
Kawasaki Disease Foundation Australia Inc
Kinetic P/L
King Edward Memorial Hospital for Women
Koff Gunning Lawyers
Laing O’Rourke
Lateral Sands P/L
Leap Australia P/L
Leighton Contractors P/L
Lions Cancer Institute
Lycopodium Engineering P/L
Macmahon Holdings Ltd
Main Roads Western Australia
Mal Atwell Leisure Group
Mallesons Stephen Jaques
Maple-Brown Abbott Limited
Marine Computation Services P/L
Maunsell Australia P/L
McConnell Dowell Constructors (Aust) P/L – WA Branch
McCusker Charitable Foundation
MDA National Insurance P/L
Merit Projects
Midland Brick Company P/L
MilkJ’d Pty Ltd
Minter Ellison Lawyers – Perth
Mitsubishi Australia P/L
Modak P/L
Monadelphous Group Limited
Motorola Australia Software Centre
Mt Romance Australia P/L
Muslim Community Co-operative (Aust) Ltd
Newmont Mining Services P/L
Nobuyuki and Midori Nakashima Foundation
Norilsk Nickel Australia (Forrestania Gold NL)
Novartis Pharmaceuticals Australia P/L
Office of Native Title
Onedek P/L
Orbital Engine Corporation Limited
Orebusters P/L
Organic 2000
Orphan Australia P/L
Parliament of Western Australia – Legislative Assembly
Paydirt Media P/L
Perron Group of Companies
Perth College Pilbara Iron P/L
Primavera Investments P/L
Pritchard Francis P/L
Property Education Foundation
Public Transport Authority
RAC Group
Raytheon Australia P/L
Rio Tinto Iron Ore
Rio Tinto Pty Ltd – Melbourne
RM Mercer Transport
Roche Products P/L
Rojan Advanced Ceramics P/L
Rotary Club of Dalkeith Inc
RSM Bird Cameron Chartered Accountants
Sally Joyston-Bechal Study Group
SEW-Eurodrive Australia
Shire of Cunderdin
Siemens Ltd
Sinclair Knight Merz P/L
Sipa Management P/L
Soroptomist International of Cambridge
Southern Cross Goldfields Ltd
Structuretete Consulting Group
SVT Engineering Consultants
Symbion Health Limited
Synovate Australia
Taylor Woodings
Technip Oceania P/L
Teck Cominco Australia P/L
Tesla Forum
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Thales Australia
The API Foundation P/L
The Country Women’s Association of WA Inc
The Feilman Foundation Ltd
The Haunold Family Trust
The Institute of Chartered Accountants (WA Branch)
The Institute of Internal Auditors – Australia
The Jack Family Charitable Trust
The Making a Difference Ride Inc
The Melvista Trust
The Pitstop Bookshop
The Royal Australian and NZ College of Psychiatrist
The Uniting Church in the City
The University Club of Western Australia
The Westerly Centre
The Western Australian Chinese Chamber of Commerce Inc
Thiess P/L
Thompson Estate
Thomsett Family Trust
Tikva Investments P/L
Transfield Worley Joint Venture
Van Der Meer Consulting
Viscount Plastics P/L
WA Classic Sounds P/L
Water Corporation
Wesfarmers Energy Limited
Wesfarmers Limited
Western Australian Local Government Association
Western Power
WHK Horwath
Wind Over Water Foundation
Winthrop Australia
WJ & MS Hughes Foundation
Wood & Grieve Engineers
Woodside Petroleum Ltd
Worley Parsons Limited
Wythenshawe P/L
Zonta Club of Peel Region Inc
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